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EXPANDED GLOBAL PRESENCE FOR E&A CFO GROUP
When a multi-national manufacturer with operations in the Czech Republic, Germany, Ireland, India, and the
U.S. turned to The E&A CFO Group in late 2015 for tax planning and business consulting services, it increased
E&A’s global reach to 56 countries on 6 continents. Who would expect a small, local, CPA firm like E&A
would serve this diverse of a clientele? Other recent clients are from Jordan and South Africa. Foreign nationals
living and working in the U.S., or U.S. citizens living and working abroad from around the world turn to E&A
for their highly specialized tax needs.
Joseph T. Eckelkamp, President of E&A, said, “It’s often hard for people to believe a small, CPA firm in the
middle of the country has an international business reaching almost 30% of the world’s countries”. He added,
“It’s not that others can’t do this work, but it’s tricky. Unless you work with it a lot, it’s very easy to get it
wrong and mistakes can trigger extreme penalties”.
E&A developed its specialty niche in U.S. expatriate services and foreign bank account reporting over many
years. Large corporations employing foreign nationals and major universities are the primary drivers of demand
for the services. However , increasingly , it is other accounting firms who choose not to fight the idiosyncrasies
of foreign bank account reporting (FBARs), and clients using E&A’s services that recommend E&A to
employees, clients, friends and co-workers.

Joseph T. Eckelkamp is the owner of The E&A CFO Group and can be reached at 314-849-7555
The E&A CFO Group, through its affiliated companies, provides Rent-A-CFO , audit, accounting, tax, payroll ,
financial management, and business planning services to small business owners and individuals. Its largest niches
are expatriates, medical practices and technology companies. The company is located at 9109 Watson Road in
Crestwood, MO.
The E&A Group’s origins are in Eckelkamp & Associates CPAs, which was founded in 1996. While sister companies
share common ownership and are affiliated, Eckelkamp and Associates, CPAs is the group’s only licensed CPA firm
and the companies are independent of each other.
For more information, please call 314-849-7555 or email Joe@eacfo.com
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